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Tim Oosterbaan, CEO & founder 

Intrastores –
 

Cross border Online Retailer
 Salesupply –

 
Enabling global E-commerce

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Asked to share practical experiences on Cross Border E-commerce
Goal is to show existing barriers for SME’s




About
 

Intrastores

•
 

Founded in 2008
 

with a budget of 1000 euro

•
 

Started in NL, selling towbars
 

online

•
 

Currently 50 niche web shops in 
13 European countries

•
 

Discovered all EU barriers ourselves

•
 

Used experience
 

to help 
other e-commerce 
players via

 
Salesupply

Presenter
Presentation Notes
- A short introduction about intrastores
- Towbars are big and heavy (not easy to ship).



About
 

Salesupply

•
 

Founded in 2009 to support webshops
 

with their
 cross border e-commerce 

•
 

Offices in leading e-commerce markets
 in Europe

•
 

Currently supporting over 200 webshops

Presenter
Presentation Notes
- A short introduction about Salesupply
- Explain that we got a lot of cross border experience through Salesupply what might be usefull for the European Parliament



Strength
•

 

Suitable product for EU
•

 

Competitive prices

Weakness
•

 

Lack off knowledge in new markets
•

 

Logistic costs
•

 

Limited in language support

Opportunity
•

 

Higher volume  Better purchase conditions  Better margin
•

 

Stronger market share  Staying ahead of competitors
•

 

Stronger and continues growth  Increases Turnover
•

 

Spreading risks more consistent revenue

Risk
•

 

Insufficient capacity  Setting up a new country requires a lot of attention.
•

 

Big investment

Why Selling Cross border?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why should Intrastores sell cross border?
A simple SWOT Analysis as seen by Intrastores.



Cross border Challenges 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Challenges??
One single market sounds great, but we are still quite far away from that.



•
 

Translations 
–

 
webshop

–

 
product manuals

•
 

Setting up customer service in local language
•

 
How to reach customers in new unknown markets? 

•
 

Cross border Shipping

Challenges during European roll out

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As dutch retailer with ambition to sell products in other EU countries, I have to do quite some work before we can sell.



•
 

Different consumer rights per country

•
 

Tax reporting in each country (above thresholds)
–

 
Getting a TAX registration number can be difficult

Operational challenges of European shops

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why



•
 

Physical Local Presence
•

 
Translation of website

•
 

Customer service in local language
•

 
Local payment methods

•
 

Local VAT

“Our key to cross border success
 

is localization”

“Most customers prefer to shop in their own country”

•
 

Search engines are programmed to offer local results

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why



Suggestions to the Parliament



1.
 

Encourage cross border E-commerce initiatives for SME´s

2.
 

Simplify the VAT system

3.
 

Better harmonization of the national authorities

4.
 

Quality of legislation
•

 

Reimbursed goods
•

 

Reimbursement period, deliveries

Suggestions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Encourage cross border initiatives for SME´s�Subsidy for export or discount on taxes, etc.�
Simplyfy the VAT System�The lack of a common European VAT system is the biggest problem for online cross-border sales. Many merchants, especially SMEs, have little knowledge of the fiscal and legal demands of extra-national and cross-border trade. Webshops operating in the EU27 have to adapt to 27 fiscal systems. So a one-stop-shop for VAT is needed.�
Better Harminisation�There is room for different Interpretations of EU rules partly due to vagueness explanatory documents accompanying the legislation.�
Quality of legislation
The first provision calls for online retailers to reimburse goods that were already delivered to the customer, before these goods have even been returned. This rule is obviously discouraging any (new) economic development of e-commerce in Europe , being highly unfair and even discriminatory to web merchants, since a similar rule would never apply to physical (offline) shops.�Deze regel is innerlijk tegenstrijdig met een ander regel uit het consumentenrecht dat de ondernemer retourgoederen moet kunnen controleren (op gebruik tijdens zichttermijn) om eventueel waardeverlies door gebruik vast te kunnen stellen.
The second provision calls for the reimbursement period, after a customer has purchased several products online, to begin only after the delivery of the last package. This is clearly not logical, since ordering multiple products clearly implies that these products may not be connected to one another and should therefore not be grouped together. This rule would have a similar negative impact on e-commerce development, both intra- and cross-border, and halt further growth of the sector.




Thank  you!
Intrastores, The Online Retail

 
Group



One European Digital Single Market 



1.
 

A few Big players will dominate the european
 

e-commerce markets
2.

 
There will always be room for smaller niche webshops.

3.
 

European market players will become stronger players in the world 
and should be able to compete with worldwide players.

Having one single market will realize

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1. need for further harmonization (example Dutch cookielaw)
Problem: national interpretations of EU rules by enforcing bodies. in the case of retargetting cookies, the Dutch supervisor’s interpretation is – partly due to the vagueness of the explanatory documents accompanying the legislation – that these can only be placed after having obtained “explicit consent”. As a consequence, this interpretation, which is not only incorrect but (also) cannot be traced back to either the Dutch Telecommunications Act or European legislation, is making the life of merchants unnecessarily difficult. as long as there is room for interpretation, or where there is a lack of European unanimity about how to interpret the rules, the playing field for businesses and the market remains disrupted.
Solution. competitive strength and legal certainty would benefit from
An unequivocal interpretation of the rules involved.
Harmonisation of the national authorities in order to arrive at uniform enforcement.
Ensuring that supervision in the various member states really does take place synchronically/simultaniously.

2. quality of legislation (example Consumer Rights Directive). two provisions in the Directive that which would be extremely harmful to further growth of the e-commerce sector in Europe.
The first provision calls for online retailers to reimburse goods that were already delivered to the customer, before these goods have even been returned. This rule is obviously discouraging any (new) economic development of e-commerce in Europe , being highly unfair and even discriminatory to web merchants, since a similar rule would never apply to physical (offline) shops.
Deze regel is innerlijk tegenstrijdig met een ander regel uit het consumentenrecht dat de ondernemer retourgoederen moet kunnen controleren (op gebruik tijdens zichttermijn) om eventueel waardeverlies door gebruik vast te kunnen stellen.
The second provision calls for the reimbursement period, after a customer has purchased several products online, to begin only after the delivery of the last package. This is clearly not logical, since ordering multiple products clearly implies that these products may not be connected to one another and should therefore not be grouped together. This rule would have a similar negative impact on e-commerce development, both intra- and cross-border, and halt further growth of the sector.

3. VAT. The lack of a common European VAT system is the biggest problem for online cross-border sales. Many merchants, especially SMEs, have little knowledge of the fiscal and legal demands of extra-national and cross-border trade. Webshops operating in the EU27 have to adapt to 27 fiscal systems. So a one-stop-shop for VAT is needed.

4. crossborder parcel deliveries (input will follow)
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